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7. Recalling past centuries . . . invites a sobering evaluation of our progress
and warns against becoming over-confident about an early end to remaining problems. Those were centuries replete with alienation, misunderstanding, and hostility between Jews and Christians. While we rejoice that there
are signs that anti-Semitism is declining in our country, conscience compels
us to confront with candor the unhappy record of Jewish sufferings, both
past and present. We make our own the statement of Nostra Aetate, “. . . for
the sake of her common patrimony with the Jews, the Church decries
hatred, persecutions, displays of anti-Semitism staged against Jews at whatever time in history and by whomsoever” and we reaffirm with the new
Vatican Guidelines that “the spiritual bonds and historical links binding the
Church to Judaism condemn (as opposed to the very spirit of Christianity)
all forms of anti-Semitism. . . .” We urge all in the Church who work in the
area of education, whether in the seminary, the school, or the pulpit, not
only to avoid any presentation that might tend to disparage Jews or Judaism
but also to emphasize those aspects of our faith which bear witness to our
common patrimony and our spiritual ties with Jews.
8. Much of the alienation between Christian and Jew found its origins in a
certain anti-Judaic theology which over the centuries has led not only to
social friction with Jews but often to their oppression. One of the most
hopeful developments in our time, powerfully assisted by Nostra Aetate, has
been the decline of the old anti-Judaism and the reformation of Christian
theological expositions of Judaism along more constructive lines.
9. The first major step in this direction was the repudiation of the charge
that Jews were and are collectively guilty of the death of Christ. Nostra
Aetate and the new Guidelines have definitely laid to rest this myth which has
caused so much suffering to the Jewish people. There remains, however, the
continuing task of ensuring that nothing which in any way approaches the
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notion of Jewish collective guilt should be found in any Catholic medium of
expression or communication. Correctly viewed, the disappearance of the
charge of collective guilt of Jews pertains as much to the purity of the
Catholic faith as it does to the defense of Judaism.
10. The Council’s rejection of this charge against Jews has been interpreted
by some commentators as an “exoneration” of the Jewish people. Such a view
of the matter still persists. The truth is that the Council acknowledged that
the Jewish people never were, nor are they now, guilty of the death of Christ.
11. Nostra Aetate was a new beginning in Catholic-Jewish relations and, as
with all beginnings, we are faced with the task of revising some traditional
understandings and judgments. The brief suggestions of the Council document have been taken up by some theologians, but their implications for
theological renewal have not yet been fully explored. We therefore make a
few recommendations in line with two themes of the document: the Jewish
origins of the Church and the thought of St. Paul.
12. Christians have not fully appreciated their Jewish roots. Early in
Christian history, a de-Judaizing process dulled our awareness of our Jewish
beginnings. The Jewishness of Jesus, of his mother, his disciples, of the primitive Church, was lost from view. That Jesus was called Rabbi; that he was
born, lived, and died under the Law; that He and Peter and Paul worshipped
in the Temple—these facts were blurred by the controversy that alienated
Christians from the Synagogue. How Jewish the Church was toward the
midpoint of the first century is dramatically reflected in the description of
the “Council of Jerusalem” (Acts 15). The question at issue was whether
Gentile converts to the Church had to be circumcised and observe the
Mosaic Law? The obligation to obey the Law was held so firmly by the Jewish
Christians of that time that miraculous visions accorded to Peter and
Cornelius (Acts 10) were needed to vindicate the contrary contention that
Gentile Christians were not so obliged. By the third century, however, a deJudaizing process had set in which tended to undervalue the Jewish origins
of the Church, a tendency that has surfaced from time to time in devious
ways throughout Christian history. Some catechists, homilists, and teachers
still convey little appreciation of the Jewishness of that heritage and rich
spirituality which we derive from Abraham, Moses, the prophets, the
psalmists, and other spiritual giants of the Hebrew Scriptures.
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13. Most essential concepts in the Christian creed grew at first in Judaic
soil. Uprooted from that soil, these basic concepts cannot be perfectly
understood. It is for reasons such as these that Nostra Aetate recommends
joint “theological and biblical studies” with Jews. The Vatican Guidelines of
1975 encourage Catholic specialists to engage in new research into the relations of Judaism and Christianity and to seek out “collaboration with Jewish
scholars.” The renewal of Christian faith is the issue here, for renewal
always entails to some extent a return to one’s origins.
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